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/carbon composite nanofibers as
effective (photo)electrodes for removal and
transformation of recalcitrant water contaminants†
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Abdulsattar Ghanim,c Charles Werth,b David Cwiertny *a and Syed Mubeen *c

Electrochemical (EC) and photoelectrochemical (PEC) water treatment systems are gaining popularity,

necessitating new electrode materials that offer reliable performance across diverse application

platforms. For applications specifically targeting dilute chemical pollutants (i.e., parts-per-million

concentrations or less), beneficial electrode properties include high surface area to overcome kinetic

overpotential losses, low electrode areal electrical resistance, and high water permeability with sufficient

mechanical strength for use in electroactive membrane-based treatment systems. Here, we used

electrospinning to fabricate (photo)electrodes from carbon nanofibers (CNFs) containing titanium

dioxide (TiO2) nanoparticles. Optimal CNF/TiO2 composites were electrochemically and photochemically

active with a surface area of ∼50 m2 g−1 and electrode areal resistance of 2.66 U cm2, values

comparable to commercial carbon-based electrode materials (e.g., Kynol Activated Carbon Cloth).

Transformation experiments with carbamazepine (CBZ), a recalcitrant organic contaminant, suggest

CNF/TiO2 electrodes function dually as sorbents, first binding CBZ prior to oxidation at positive applied

potentials. Complete CBZ transformation was observed in both EC (dark) and PEC (UV light; 280 mW

cm−2) systems over 90 minutes, with PEC systems exhibiting 1.5-fold higher transformation rates (kobs ∼
0.18 min−1) at +1.00 V (vs. Ag/AgCl). Composite electrodes also exhibited stability across repeated use,

yielding consistent current densities over five experimental cycles (120 min each) of CBZ transformation

(0.25 ± 0.03 mA cm−2). Because of their high surface area, electrical conductivity, photoactivity, and

electrochemical stability, these electrospun CNF/TiO2 composites represent promising (photo)electrode

alternatives for diverse EC and PEC applications.
Environmental signicance

An increasing number of emerging contaminants are present in drinking water supplies, and their risks to human health remain poorly understood. These
unregulated contaminants provide unique challenges to traditional water treatment and affect many consumers, including those supplied by private wells.
Electrochemical (EC) water treatment holds promise for addressing these challenges, using renewable energy to drive pollutant degradation with minimal
chemical input in a decentralized platform. However, high-performance electrode materials remain a critical need for optimal performance, sustainability, and
economic feasibility. To meet this need, we herein fabricate a carbon-based, nanoengineered composite electrode material for use in (photo)electrochemical
water treatment and demonstrate its performance toward a persistent emerging organic contaminant common to drinking water supplies.
Introduction

With the growing demand for technologies that can be driven
by renewable energy sources, electrochemical (EC) and
ineering, University of Iowa, Iowa 52242,
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photoelectrochemical (PEC) systems have the potential to
revolutionize water treatment.1–4 EC treatment systems rely on
the direct or indirect transfer of electrons between the dissolved
pollutant target and the electrode surface under an applied
potential.3,5 Building upon EC systems, PEC systems integrate
photochemistry to catalyze electrochemical reactions with light
energy.6,7 Unlike traditional photocatalytic (PC) systems
(Fig. S1a†), PEC systems (Fig. S1b†) provide close contact
between the semiconductor and a charge-collecting substrate to
promote efficient carrier separation and transport as enabled by
an external bias.8–12 Further, by careful choice of (photo)cathode
and (photo)anode materials, the entire reaction can be driven
Environ. Sci.: Adv., 2023, 2, 967–981 | 967
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using renewable energy with improved efficiencies over a single-
semiconductor PC system.10,11,13

The working electrode material is perhaps most critical to
the performance of EC and PEC treatment systems. In addition
to being environmentally (e.g., nontoxic components) and
economically responsible, electrode materials must also
possess high surface area, electronic conductivity, stability
during use, and water/gas permeability to satisfy diverse appli-
cation platforms and the demand for improved performance
over commercial available alternatives.1–3 While PEC electrode
materials have been extensively researched for hydrogen and
oxygen production, fewer studies have explored suitable elec-
trode materials for water treatment of dissolved chemical
contaminants.12,14–18 Indeed, a key practical challenge to
implementing EC and PEC congurations in environmental
systems is the low pollutant concentrations – typically ranging
from parts per trillion (ng L−1) to parts per million (mg L−1) –
that induce large kinetic losses at the electrode surface due to
mass transport overpotentials. To overcome this and other
challenges, work to date has established several favorable
electrode properties for EC and PEC water treatment applica-
tions including: (i) large interfacial contact between the semi-
conductor and aqueous phase to decrease kinetic overpotential
losses and to maximize light absorption;19–21 (ii) improved
carrier collection to minimize recombination;22,23 and (iii) high
material strength for durable operation.22–24 Moreover, water
permeability is desired to overcome mass transfer limitations,
particularly for electrodes acting as reactive (i.e., electroactive)
membranes in dead-end or cross-ow ltration systems.25,26

To date, common electrode materials include noble metals,
metal oxides (e.g., tungsten, titanium, bismuth, iron) andmixed
metal oxides (MMO), graphite, and boron-doped diamond
(BDD) electrodes.21,27–29 Integrating a co-catalyst or photocatalyst
in these materials can expand applications to PEC systems.29–32

More recent efforts have focused on further developing engi-
neered nanomaterials for use in EC and PEC systems to take
advantage of the large surface area to volume ratios, enhanced
mass transfer, and improved control of electron ow (i.e.,
product selectivity).3,32,33 In particular, carbon nanobers (CNFs)
have become a popular choice for self-supported electrodes
because the desirable properties of carbon [e.g., (electro)chem-
ical stability, electrocatalytic activity, wide potential window,
low cost]22,34 are enhanced in a nanostructured, three-
dimensional ber network that provides improved surface
area, pore structure, electrical conductivity, and mechanical
exibility.35,36 Moreover, CNF composites that include
secondary components (e.g., a nanoparticle semiconductor) can
also be fabricated to introduce properties not realized in
carbon-only materials (e.g., photoactivity).28 Although some
studies with composite CNF electrodes have demonstrated
efficient transformation of environmental pollutants in EC and
PEC systems, many prior studies have focused on pollutant
targets of limited relevance to emerging water treatment needs
(e.g., targeting dyes at high concentrations),28 have been fabri-
cated using toxic materials not suitable for water treatment,27 or
employ electrodes and catalysts that may be cost prohibitive
(e.g. BDD, platinum group metals).2,3,37
968 | Environ. Sci.: Adv., 2023, 2, 967–981
Herein, we fabricated, characterized, and assessed the
performance of electrospun CNFs containing titanium dioxide
(TiO2) nanoparticles for use as both an electrode and a photo-
electrode (in the presence of light) for pollutant transformation.
Results from this work demonstrate the potential advantages of
the proposed (photo)electrode architecture and design while
avoiding complex systems or components (e.g., catalyst
recovery, catalyst leaching, additional chemical and energy
inputs).38–40 The electrospun CNFs serve as a three-dimensional,
low-resistance current collector and provide a high surface area
for supporting and exposing embedded TiO2 semiconductor
particles for enhanced charge transport. TiO2 – an earth-
abundant semiconductor that represents the industry stan-
dard for photocatalytic water treatment applications41,42 – was
selected due to the extensive literature about its performance as
a photocatalyst, particularly for pollutant transformation.14,43–49

While the work builds upon our prior study that utilized CNF/
TiO2 composites as a photocatalytic membrane for treating
organic micropollutants,47 we herein show for the rst time that
by carefully controlling synthesis parameters, these materials
can also function as both electroactive and photoelectroactive
substrates for transforming pollutants recalcitrant to photo-
catalytic approaches alone.

Using electrospinning, an industrially viable route to large-
scale nanober fabrication,50 we produced a suite of CNF/TiO2

composites with varying TiO2 levels (30–70 wt% relative to
polymer mass) and thicknesses (from 170–520 mm). Through
electrochemical characterization using potentiostatic electro-
chemical impedance spectroscopy (PEIS), we demonstrate that
the optimal CNF/TiO2 (photo)electrodes can achieve geometric
(areal) resistances (U cm2) comparable to commercial activated
carbon electrodes (Kynol Activated Carbon Cloth 5092-10; Gun
EI Chemical Industry Japan) while demonstrating higher ion
mobility by two orders of magnitude (D = 2.70 × 10−8 cm2 s−1).
We then evaluated the performance of the CNF/TiO2 composites
as electrodes and photoelectrodes in batch water treatment
systems targeting the organic micropollutant carbamazepine
(CBZ), which is recalcitrant to traditional water treatment
approaches.51 The CNF/TiO2 (photo)electrodes demonstrated
rates for CBZ transformation that compared favorably to those
reported for PC treatment with TiO2 suspensions.52,53 The
(photo)electrodes also provided consistent EC performance over
multiple reaction cycles with CBZ.
Materials and methods
Reagents

All reagents are listed in the ESI.†
Electrode synthesis

Electrospinning. Following our previous work,47 electrospun
CNF electrodes were produced from sol-gels of polyacrylonitrile
(PAN) dissolved in N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF). Sol–gels
also included a predetermined weight percentage (from 30 to
70 wt% relative to PAN) of TiO2 nanoparticles (Evonik P25;
approximately 75% anatase/25% rutile, mean diameter 21 nm,
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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specic surface area 50 m2 g−1) and phthalic acid (PTA; 2.5 wt%
relative to total sol–gel mass) to improve suspension stability
and to provide ber porosity.47,54

To prepare the sol–gels, rst, TiO2 and PTA were uniformly
dispersed in DMF by ultrasonication for ve hours. Aer soni-
cation, PAN was added to the TiO2 with PTA suspension and
thermomixed (2 hours, 60 °C, 700 rpm) to produce a homoge-
neous sol–gel with no visible settling. All sol–gels were prepared
with a PAN concentration of 8 wt% relative to total sol–gel mass
(i.e., PAN + DMF + PTA).

To vary the thickness of deposited nonwoven nanober
mats, the sol–gel volume used during electrospinning was
increased. For these materials, sol–gel components were scaled
by a factor of 0.5, 1.0, or 1.5 (corresponding to sol–gel DMF
volumes of 1.75, 3.5, and 5.25 mL, respectively), where the
relative weight percent of each component within the sol–gel
was held constant (e.g., PAN concentration of 8 wt% was held
constant with volume). Because the electrospun nanobers
were collected on a rotating, grounded collector of constant
surface area, CNF mat thickness could be expected to increase
with increasing sol–gel volume.

Fig. S2† shows all the different electrospinning solution
formulations used in this study. Hereaer, each material will be
identied as “XX g PAN/XX wt% TiO2” to specify the TiO2

composition and polymer mass, respectively, as determined by
the sol–gel composition. A lab-scale, custom-designed rig
described in our earlier work was used for electrospinning.54

The detailed electrospinning procedure and parameters are
provided in the ESI.† A photograph of the electrospinning rig is
shown in Fig. S3.†

Stabilization and carbonization. Following electrospinning,
composites were sequentially stabilized under air (to cross-link
polymer chains) and carbonized under nitrogen (to expunge
non-carbon elements).55–59 Thermal oxidative stabilization in
the air occurred at 250 °C for 2.5 hours (5 °C min−1 ramp). Once
stabilized, the material was carbonized under nitrogen gas at
450 °C for 1 hour (5 °C min−1 ramp) in a tube furnace (OTF-
1200X, MTI Corporation). Carbonization temperature was
varied (450, 575, 750, or 1000 °C) to determine structural and
performance trends with temperature. Fig. S4† shows a digital
photograph of sequential changes to the electrospun mats aer
each fabrication step. Samples were weighed before each
process to determine the mass lost during each heat treatment
step. Composite materials fabricated at various carbonization
temperatures will hereaer be identied as “XX g PAN/XX wt%
TiO2/XX °C”.
Nanober characterization

Physical properties. To evaluate CNF surface morphology,
scanning electron microscopy (SEM; Hitachi S-4800 FE-SEM)
images were collected, and ber diameter and mat thickness
were measured (ImageJ, NIH). Fiber diameters for each
composite formulation were reported as histograms (n= 85). To
verify that our synthesis provided reproducible ber diameter
distributions, outliers were determined with respect to the
interquartile range (IQR) and the lower (Q1, 25th percentile)
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
and upper (Q3, 75th percentile) quartiles (Q1 − 1.5 × IQR; Q3 +
1.5 × IQR). Mat thickness was obtained via cross-sectional
imaging, where samples were placed between two paperboard
supports and secured perpendicular to pin stubs with conduc-
tive carbon tape. For each prepared sample, multiple
measurements were recorded along the sample length (n = 22),
and thickness was reported as an average value of those
measurements. All SEM samples were sputter-coated with a thin
gold layer prior to imaging.

Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was performed in
tangent with SEM (IXRF Systems; 15 kV) to provide the
elemental mapping of the optimal ber composite. Trans-
mission electron microscopy (TEM; Hitachi HT7800) images
were also collected for the optimal ber composite to examine
the internal ber structure and distribution of TiO2 nano-
particles within the bers. For TEM analysis, samples were
suspended in acetonitrile overnight and drop-cast onto carbon-
coated TEM grids.

Specic surface area (SBET) and pore volume measurements
were conducted under nitrogen using a surface area and pore
size analyzer (Quantachrome Nova 4200e). Methods to quantify
specic surface area and pore volume are provided in the ESI.†
TiO2 crystal structure (anatase, rutile) as a function of carbon-
ization temperature was identied by powder X-ray diffraction
(XRD; Bruker D-5000 q – q diffractometer). Similarly, the
graphitic character of CNFs fabricated at different carboniza-
tion temperatures was identied with Raman spectroscopy
(Renishaw), which indicates the extent of graphitic molecular
structures using the relative D-band (∼1350 cm−1) and G-band
(∼1580 cm−1) intensities.60,61

Bulk (macroscale) tensile strength (Young's modulus, kg
mm−2) was measured with a universal test machine equipped
with grips and a 50 N load cell (Lloyds Instruments LF-Plus). For
tensile testing, samples were cut into coupons with a dog-bone
template (35 mm in length, 4 mm in width) and separated
uniaxially at a constant rate of 3.5 mm min−1, following the
guidelines established in ASTM D882-18.62

Electrochemical properties. Electrochemical properties –

including charge transfer resistance (Rct), total resistance (Rtot),
ohmic resistance (Rohm = Rtot − Rct), and mass transport
resistance – for each composite were determined by potentio-
static electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (PEIS) (Biologic
VSP-300 Potentiostat), with data t using the Simple Randles
circuit. The Simple Randles circuit model (Fig. S5†) was selected
to ensure an accurate t while providing conservative resistance
and avoiding superuous circuit elements. A custom-built
Teon microreactor was used for PEIS studies (Fig. S6†). All
resistance values are reported with respect to the geometric area
of the sample exposed to solution in the microreactor (0.5 cm2).
Table S1† summarizes the optimized PEIS experimental
parameters used to collect the reported data.

Diffusive processes may govern the limiting current and
kinetics in an electrochemical system by restricting ion trans-
port to and from the electrode surface (i.e., mass transfer
effects). To quantify mass transfer effects for composite elec-
trodes with different TiO2 loadings and carbonization temper-
atures (450, 1000 °C), the diffusion coefficient (D) was
Environ. Sci.: Adv., 2023, 2, 967–981 | 969
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determined by a data-based method,63 which utilizes informa-
tion provided by PEIS data as represented by the Randles
circuit. The details to and equations for this method are
provided in the ESI.† In brief, real impedance (Z′) values from
PEIS data in the low-frequency range (<10 Hz), where diffusive
processes are relevant, were used to determine the Warburg
coefficient (sw) (eqn (S3)–(S5)†). Once sw was obtained, the
diffusion coefficient was calculated (eqn (S6)†).
Contaminant transformation experiments

Three different systems were examined for transformation
studies: photochemical (PC), electrochemical (EC), and photo-
electrochemical (PEC). Before all transformation experiments,
staircase cyclic voltammetry (SCV) was conducted with CBZ to
probe electron transfer processes and to examine the faradaic
current available under experimental conditions. SCV was
selected to eliminate any current contribution from capacitive
(non-faradaic) behavior of the composites. SCV was obtained
from−0.70 to +1.55 V vs. Ag/AgCl with a 50mV step size every 30
seconds. This potential range was selected to capture the posi-
tive currents resulting from CBZ oxidation while maintaining
reasonable operating conditions for EC and PEC systems.

Before the start of each contaminant transformation exper-
iment, the CNF/TiO2 composite (SAgeo= 11.5 cm2) was placed in
10 mM CBZ in 0.5 M phosphate buffer solution (PBS) at cir-
cumneutral pH overnight in the dark to reach sorption equi-
librium with CBZ. The initial CBZ concentration for
transformation experiments (C0 = 10 mM) was greater than
typical concentrations in environmental systems (mg L−1

concentrations or less), but this initial concentration was
selected to provide accurate analytical detection for a complete
mass balance resulting from each experimental step (sorption,
transformation, and extraction). Aer the end of this sorption
period, a constant potential was applied (+0.25 to 1.00 V vs. Ag/
AgCl) (Biologic VSP-300 Potentiostat) to composites used for EC
and PEC experiments. For PEC experiments, the composite was
exposed to UV/visible irradiation using a 1000 W xenon arc
lamp (Newport Corporation) with a 225 nm cut-on lter (10CGA-
225, Newport; 280 mW cm−2) in addition to the constant
applied potential. We note that for PEC and EC experiments at
all applied potentials, the average geometric current density
(Jgeo) excluded the high capacitive current at potential onset
(#300 s). Finally, for PC transformation experiments, only UV/
vis radiation (without a constant potential) was applied to the
composite aer the initial sorption period.

Aqueous samples were taken periodically over a 90 minute
transformation period (700 mL per sample) to quantify the dis-
solved CBZ concentration via high-performance liquid chro-
matography (HPLC-DAD, Agilent 1100 Series). Additional HPLC
method details are provided in the ESI.† At the end of the 90
minute transformation period, CNF/TiO2 composites were
removed from the batch system and placed in organic solvent
(methanol or acetonitrile) for 24 hours to extract any CBZ
remaining on the composite surface or within the ber matrix.
Both methanol and acetonitrile achieved near-complete
recovery in controls. Aer 24 hours, the extraction solvent was
970 | Environ. Sci.: Adv., 2023, 2, 967–981
sampled and analyzed via HPLC to determine the amount of
CBZ mass that remained bound to the CNF/TiO2 at the end of
the 90 minute transformation period. This analytical approach
provides a complete mass balance for CBZ in our system, from
which the mass of CBZ transformed could be determined:
(transformed mass) = (initial aqueous mass) − (nal aqueous
mass) − (sorbed mass).

As a measure of electrode reactivity toward CBZ, we also
estimated the pseudo-rst-order rate constant for CBZ trans-
formation in EC and PEC systems. This was accomplished by
assuming exponential decay of CBZ over the rst 15 minutes of
applied potential (+1.00 V vs. Ag/AgCl) with or without light.
This shortened transformation period allowed for sufficient
degradation of CBZ to reasonably estimate a reaction rate
constant while also having sufficient CBZ mass remaining in
solution and sorbed to the CNF/TiO2 for reliable quantication.

The stability and sustained performance of the CNF/TiO2

composite were also assessed across ve reaction cycles with
CBZ (i.e., overnight sorption period followed by EC trans-
formation at +1.00 V vs. Ag/AgCl for 120 minutes). Aer each
transformation period, the solution was discarded, and a new
solution volume (C0 = 10 mM CBZ) was added to start the
sorption period of the next cycle. Aer the nal transformation
period, the composite electrode was removed from solution and
placed in organic solvent for 24 hours to extract any CBZ
remaining on the electrode surface (as previously described for
all other transformation experiments).

Results and discussion
Electrode properties

Bulk structural properties across TiO2 content. Fig. 1 shows
top-view and cross-sectional SEM images with corresponding
histograms of nanober diameters for CNF/TiO2 composite
ber diameters aer carbonization at 450 °C.

The SEM images revealed that ber diameter increased with
the addition of TiO2, increasing nearly three-fold from CNFs
without TiO2 (140± 20 nm) to CNFs with 70 wt% TiO2 (410± 90
nm). This increase in diameter is likely due to changes in sol–
gel properties in response to increasing TiO2 loading; for
example, sol–gel viscosity and conductivity are known to inu-
ence the diameter of bers produced via electrospinning.54,64,65

We note that CNFs with 50 wt% TiO2 exhibited the widest
distribution in measured diameters, as evidenced by their
considerably larger standard deviation (270 ± 140 nm). We
attribute this to some regions along the 50 wt% CNF bers
retaining the diameter of pure CNFs while other areas had TiO2

aggregates that increased diameter. Indeed, the presence of
these aggregates was easily discerned in TEM images, shown in
Fig. 2 for 0.45 g of PAN/50 wt% TiO2 composite bers. Despite
the presence of these aggregates, SEM-EDS analysis suggests
that TiO2 is distributed throughout the ber matrix (Fig. S7†),
thus we do not expect the presence of these aggregates will
adversely inuence the (photo)electrochemical performance of
these materials.

The specic surface area of the CNF/TiO2 composites, as
previously determined from N2 adsorption–desorption
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 1 SEM images of CNF/TiO2 composites fabricated with 0.45 g PAN (corresponding to 1.5× sol–gel scaling) and carbonized at 450 °C as
a function of TiO2 wt%: (a) 0, (b) 30, (c) 50, and (d) 70. Values in histograms represent mean fiber diameter and standard deviation (n= 85). Values
in cross-sectional images represent mean thickness and standard deviation (n = 22). Distance between arrows identifies the electrode thickness
as measured.
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isotherms,47 increased with TiO2 loading. Composites contain-
ing TiO2 at 33, 50, and 80 wt% possessed specic surface areas
of 13, 25, and 50 m2 g−1, respectively. This is presumably due to
Fig. 2 TEM images of CNF/TiO2 composites with 50 wt% TiO2.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
the higher specic surface area of the embedded TiO2 nano-
particles, which become more abundant on the composite
surface at higher loadings.
Environ. Sci.: Adv., 2023, 2, 967–981 | 971
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For CNF/TiO2 composites electrospun with the same total
sol–gel volume and PAN mass, cross-sectional SEM images
revealed a notable increase in the mat thickness with increasing
TiO2 loading (210 ± 50 mm without TiO2 to 520 ± 60 mm with
50 wt% TiO2; approximately a 2.5-fold increase; see Fig. 1). This
trend in mat thickness can primarily be attributed to the
observed increase in individual ber diameter with increasing
TiO2 content, which is expected to inuence the packing density
of nanobers within the three-dimensional ber network. It is
also possible that the increasing content of TiO2 introduces
more electrostatic interactions between the hydroxylated oxide
surfaces, resulting in some charge repulsion between bers that
also increases mat thickness. In fact, the nonwoven CNF mats
exhibited less cohesiveness at the highest TiO2 loading
considered (70 wt%), where mats separated into distinct layers
upon cross-sectioning, and henceforth were not prioritized for
extensive electrochemical characterization.

For mats with the same TiO2 content, the thickness of the
deposited nanober layer also varied with the total sol–gel
volume and PAN mass, as anticipated. Cross-sectional images
are shown in Fig. S8† for composites with 50 wt% TiO2 for sol–
gels containing 0.15, 0.30, and 0.45 g of PAN (corresponding to
1.75, 3.75, and 5.25 mL DMF). Because the surface area of the
grounded collector was the same in all cases, the thickness of
the composite nanober layer increased with PAN mass from
170 (±30 mm) (thinnest) to 520 (±30 mm) (thickest).

Bulk structural properties across carbonization temperature.
Bulk mass was recorded aer electrospinning, stabilization,
and carbonization, with mass progressively decreasing with
each successive synthesis step (electrospinning, stabilization,
carbonization). The mass remaining aer carbonization at
1000 °C, which is primarily composed of carbon and TiO2 as
shown by XRD and Raman (discussed below), is between 50–
65% of the initially deposited polymer composite. Mass lost
during stabilization is attributed to dehydrogenation and
cyclization reactions66 while mass lost during carbonization is
attributed to volatilization of nitrogen- and oxygen-containing
Fig. 3 (a) XRD patterns for 0.45 g PAN/50 wt% TiO2 composites as a fun
also shown for anatase (A) and rutile (R). (b) Corresponding Raman spectr
band) carbon bands indicated by dashed vertical lines.

972 | Environ. Sci.: Adv., 2023, 2, 967–981
components.57,67 Further, composites also lost mass when PTA
decomposed during heat treatment, which can begin at 196–
199 °C.68 Despite this mass loss, we found all composite CNFs,
even those carbonized at 1000 °C, to be sufficiently durable such
that they could be manipulated as (photo)electrodes in our
experimental set-up. For example, Fig. S9† illustrates simple
bending and rotational tests that support CNF/TiO2 mat dura-
bility and stability, where this degree of handling would be
sufficient for their use in many reactor designs. Moreover, the
average ber diameter for composites containing 50 wt% TiO2

was comparable when carbonized at 450 and 1000 °C (see
Fig. S10†). However, we observed an increase in the average
thickness at 1000 °C compared to 450 °C (Fig. S10†). We attri-
bute this increase in thickness at higher carbonization
temperature to changed ber characteristics (e.g., more elec-
trostatic repulsion between bers) that produce less densely
packed bers.

As a more quantitative measure of material strength through
the carbonization process, macroscale tensile strength testing
for 0.45 g PAN/50 wt% TiO2 carbonized at 1000 °C provided
Young's modulus of 3.8 (±1.0) MPa. This modulus is within the
range of values previously provided from a systematic investi-
gation on the strength of nonwoven PAN-based carbon mats
fabricated via electrospinning.69 However, we note that this
modulus does not exceed the tensile strength of some
commercial carbon bers.70

Surface area and pore size characterization of the synthe-
sized 0.45 g PAN/50 wt% TiO2 composites carbonized at 450 and
1000 °C was performed using adsorption–desorption N2

isotherms (Fig. S11†). From 450 to 1000 °C, the surface area
(SBET) increased by 1.75-fold and total pore volume (Vtot)
increased by 2.5-fold. Composites carbonized at 1000 °C exhibit
greater cumulative pore volume and more pore volume at larger
pore sizes. Fig. S12† exhibits a larger mesopore as observed via
SEM for 0.45 g PAN/50 wt% TiO2/1000 °C. A detailed discussion
on the pore distribution and the corresponding values (see
Table S2) are presented in the ESI.†
ction of carbonization temperature, with reference diffraction patterns
a for these composites, with the amorphous (D-band) and graphitic (G-

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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XRD conrmed that the anatase crystal structure of TiO2

remained dominant at low carbonization temperatures (#750 °C),
and the rutile phase became dominant aer carbonization at
1000 °C (26% anatase and 74% rutile) (Fig. 3a). Although the rutile
crystal structure is known to have excellent electron transfer, the
anatase crystal structure – which is thermodynamically unstable
at higher temperatures – possesses greater photoactivity for
applications in photocatalysis and photoelectrochemistry.71 This
crystal structure transition near 1000 °C also agrees with previous
work demonstrating a similar shi for TiO2 nanopowder pro-
cessed sequentially under air and in vacuum at different
temperatures.72

Because the XRD peaks corresponding to graphite (2q= 26, 43,
and 53°) were overwhelmed by the peaks for TiO2, Raman spec-
troscopy was used to examine the CNF carbon crystal structure
(Fig. 3b), conrming a similar transition with temperature.
Graphitic character (R-value) and in-plane crystalline size (La)
increasedwith carbonization temperature (Table S3†). TheR-value
(graphitic character) increased most notably from 575 to 750 °C,
Fig. 4 (a) Typical Nyquist plots obtained from PEIS data (:) for 0.45 g P
Randles circuit (see Fig. S5†). The data demonstrate consistency between
resistance (Rohm) for 0.45 g PAN/TiO2 composites. Standard deviation f
composites with varying PAN mass (0.15, 0.30, and 0.45 g). (d) Rct and Ro

and 1000 °C. PEIS parameters are listed in the ESI.†

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
where composites carbonized at 750 °C exhibited markedly
different G-band and D-band signatures compared to lower
temperatures. Increased G-band intensity indicated ordered
(graphitic) carbon became the dominant phase for carbonization
temperatures of 750 °C and above. At the highest carbonization
temperature (1000 °C), composites had the greatest graphitic
character (R-value = 0.81) and the largest in-plane crystalline size
(0.54 nm). Graphitic materials with larger in-plane crystallite size
are more desirable for electrochemical applications because they
exhibit lower electrical resistance as it facilitates carrier hopping
between crystallites.61 This trend in carbon structure agrees with
the prevailing theory that in-plane crystallite size can be controlled
with heat treatment temperature and duration.61

Electrochemical characterization. Electrochemical charac-
terization results from PEIS are summarized in Fig. 4. Modeling
of the PEIS results using the Simple Randles circuit (see model
in Fig. S5†) revealed that at high frequency, charge transfer
resistance (Rct) results from the electrode and electrolyte. At low
frequency, Rct is attributed to the oxide component of TiO2.
AN/50 wt% TiO2 composites and corresponding fit (O) by the Simple
replicates and batches. (b) Charge transfer resistance (Rct) and ohmic

or 70 wt% composite is small relative to scale. (c) Rct for 50 wt% TiO2

hm for 0.45 g PAN/50 wt% TiO2 electrodes carbonized at 450, 575, 750,

Environ. Sci.: Adv., 2023, 2, 967–981 | 973
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Using this approach, we found that areal resistance values (U
cm2) obtained from PEIS data were dependent upon the struc-
ture and composition of the electrode materials.

An important aspect of this work was demonstrating the
reproducible synthesis of composites based on their electro-
chemical performance metrics. Accordingly, Fig. 4a shows PEIS
results obtained for two sample materials of 0.45 g PAN/50 wt%
TiO2. Note, in all cases, samples were synthesized from different
sol–gels prepared on different days. The agreement in data –

across samples and between replicates (i.e., using different
sections from the same sample) – demonstrated the ability of
our synthesis approach to consistently produce electrode
materials with reproducible electrochemical performance.
Indeed, in Table S4,† we report average Rct and Rtot values (with
standard deviations) from two replicates per sample from
samples fabricated over a six-month period. Greater deviation
for 0 wt% TiO2 electrodes and for the thinnest electrodes is
attributed to their lower material strength. These more fragile
electrodes could not be reliably tested because they oen broke.

Resistance across TiO2 content. Fig. 4b shows how the
measured resistance of different electrode materials changed
with increasing TiO2 content. CNFs without TiO2 exhibited the
greatest resistance while CNFs with TiO2 generally demon-
strated decreasing resistance with increasing TiO2 content.
Although carbon is regarded as a highly conductive material, we
observed a decrease in resistance with increased TiO2 content (a
semiconductor) because: (i) surface area for CNFs with TiO2 is
greater than for carbon only CNFs (approximately 6-fold
increase from 0 wt% to 50 wt% TiO2),47 and (ii) conductivity is
measured with electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)
to represent the electroactivity of the electrode, which plays an
important role because carbon–TiO2 composites have demon-
strated improved electroactivity (i.e., conductivity, ion diffu-
sivity, capacitance) relative to pure carbon.73–77

We observed the lowest resistance for 30 and 50 wt% TiO2

composites, with Rct = 330 (±80) and 300 (±50) U cm2,
respectively. Although composites with 30 and 50 wt% TiO2

exhibited comparable areal resistance, 50 wt% TiO2 composites
were preferred over 30 wt% TiO2 composites because they also
exhibited less variability in performance between replicates and
samples (based on standard deviation of reported performance
metrics). Composites with 70 wt% TiO2 demonstrated higher
resistance (Rct = 460 ± 10 U cm2) than 30 and 50 wt% TiO2,
which may be due to the lower structural integrity at this high
TiO2 loading (see cross-sectional images in Fig. 1). Ultimately,
composites with 50 wt% TiO2 were selected as the optimal
composite CNF electrode and used for all subsequent analysis
and experiments.

Resistance across electrode thicknesses. For composites
with 50 wt% TiO2, resistance decreased as the total amount of
PANmass (DMF volume) used in electrode fabrication (and thus
the overall thickness of the nal carbonized electrode) was
increased (Fig. 4c). The smallest PAN mass (i.e., thickness)
provided Rct = 1150 (±600) U cm2 while the largest PAN mass
provided Rct = 300 (±50) U cm2. This trend in resistance with
increasing electrode thickness can be easily rationalized;
increased thickness provides increased surface area for
974 | Environ. Sci.: Adv., 2023, 2, 967–981
improved electron transfer due to a greater number of bers
and inter-ber connectivity.

Resistance across carbonization temperatures. Fig. 4d shows
resistance values for 0.45 g PAN/50 wt% TiO2 composites
fabricated at different carbonization temperatures. As antici-
pated, resistance decreased with increasing carbonization
temperature due to the corresponding changes in carbon
content and graphitic character (see Fig. 3b). A minimum
resistance (Rct = 15 ± 0.5 U cm2) was obtained for composites
carbonized at 1000 °C due to increasing graphitic character (R-
value = 0.81) and more conductive TiO2 structure (26%A : 74%
R). Although we anticipate that graphitic character may further
develop at temperatures $1000 °C, this behavior was not
investigated herein because composites are likely to become
increasingly brittle and prone to breaking.

Diffusion coefficients (D). tThe diffusion coefficient (D) for
each material was determined from real impedance values at low
frequency (<10 Hz) following a data-based method (further dis-
cussed in the ESI†).63 The diffusion coefficients, as derived from
PEIS data, are presented in Table S5.†When carbonized at 450 °C,
composites containing 30 and 70 wt% TiO2 had similar coeffi-
cients (D= 10−15 cm2 s−1) while composites with 50 wt% TiO2 had
the largest coefficient (10−14 cm2 s−1). For composite electrodes
with 50 wt% TiO2, D values increased by several orders of
magnitude with increasing carbonization temperature from 450
to 1000 °C (10−8 cm2 s−1). This may be due to structural changes,
as supported by N2 adsorption analysis (e.g., increased porosity),
observed at higher carbonization temperatures. We note that our
optimal 0.45 g PAN/50 wt% TiO2/1000 °C composites exhibited
less mass transfer resistance when compared to similar
commercial electrode materials (10−10 cm2 s−1; Kynol Activated
Carbon Cloth 5092-10), which we measured using the same
approach as that for our CNF/TiO2 electrodes.
Contaminant transformation

Electrochemical transformation of CBZ on CNFs and CNF/
TiO2 composites. Fig. 5 shows the change in aqueous carba-
mazepine (CBZ) concentration (C0 = 10 mM) over time through
the initial sorption period (no light, no applied potential) and
during the electrochemical (EC) transformation period (no
light, +1.00 V vs. Ag/AgCl applied potential) for a CNF electrode
(without TiO2) and the optimal CNF/TiO2 composite electrode
(0.45 g PAN/50 wt% TiO2/1000 °C). The pre-transformation
sorption period was typically initiated 17 h prior to applying
potential to the electrodes, as this timescale was sufficient to
achieve sorption equilibrium. At the conclusion of the sorption
period, controls revealed that all the CBZ bound to both elec-
trodes could be recovered completely via extraction with either
methanol or acetonitrile, conrming that no CBZ degradation
occurred during this period. Although the initial CBZ concen-
tration (C0 = 10 mM) is greater than those typically encountered
in environmental systems (mg L−1 concentrations or less),
current density during the transformation period was constant
(see Fig. 6b), which indicates CBZ transformation was not
concentration dependent (i.e., not mass transfer limited). Thus,
we would expect comparable performance at lower, more
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 5 Normalized aqueous (Aq) carbamazepine (CBZ) concentration
(C/C0; C0 = 10 mM CBZ) over time during the sorption and electro-
chemical (EC) transformation periods. CBZ sorption was conducted in
the dark, without an applied potential. The EC transformation was
conducted at +1.00 V (vs. Ag/AgCl). Data are shown for the optimal
composite (0.45 g PAN/50 wt% TiO2/1000 °C) and for CNFs without
TiO2 carbonized at 1000 °C.

Fig. 6 For the optimal (0.45 g PAN/50 wt% TiO2/1000 °C) CNF/TiO2 c
voltammetry (SCV; 50 mV, 30 s, −0.7 to 1.5 V) with and without light; (b)
(PEC) and electrochemical (EC) transformation at +0.75 V vs. Ag/AgCl; (
(300–5400 s); and (d) CBZ mass transformed (%) during PEC and EC tran
buffer at pH 7.4.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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environmentally relevant concentrations, particularly given the
excess of electrode surface area available for sorption and
transformation.

In the CNF electrode system, ∼50% of the available CBZ
sorbed to the electrode over this initial sorption period (see
Fig. 5). This degree of CBZ uptake is far greater than that
observed in our previous study using similar composites for
photocatalytic water treatment.47 However, CNFs and their TiO2

composites in our previous work were carbonized at a lower
temperature (typically 450 °C), and thus would be expected to
exhibit less graphitic character than the composites investi-
gated herein. As CBZ is a moderately hydrophobic chemical
(with a logarithmic octanol–water partition coefficient of 2.45),78

the greater extent of CBZ sorption observed herein can likely be
attributed to the greater hydrophobicity of CNFs generated at
higher carbonization temperatures.

During the sorption period, CBZ uptake was faster and
occurred to a far greater extent (∼90%) on CNF/TiO2 composites
carbonized at 1000 °C relative to CNFs without TiO2 (see Fig. 5).
Additional studies with CNF/TiO2 composites conrmed that
the extent of CBZ sorption increased with carbonization
omposite: (a) average faradaic current resulting from staircase cyclic
representative current density–time profiles for photoelectrochemical
c) average faradaic current density during PEC and EC transformation
sformation (0–5400 s). Parameters: C0 = 10 mM CBZ, 0.5 M phosphate

Environ. Sci.: Adv., 2023, 2, 967–981 | 975
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temperature (Fig. S13†), consistent with expectations from the
behavior of CNFs. Compared to the CNF electrode, the
increased sorption capacity of the CNF/TiO2 composites is
notable because the surface hydroxyl groups of the oxide should
produce a more polar surface that hinders hydrophobic parti-
tioning of CBZ. It is likely that the increased CBZ uptake is due
in part to the greater degree of surface area available on CNF/
TiO2 composites.47 It is also possible that there are other, more
specic binding interactions (e.g., H-bonding, van der Waals
forces) that are promoted by the surface hydroxyl groups on
TiO2 that can also contribute to CBZ uptake. Regardless, at the
start of the transformation period, nearly all of the CBZ mass is
bound to the electrode for CNF/TiO2 composites, and only
a small fraction (C/C0 < 0.1) remains available in the aqueous
phase.

During the EC transformation period, evidence suggests that
degradation of both aqueous and sorbed CBZ occurs with CNF
and CNF/TiO2 electrodes. In the CNF system, which started with
roughly equal portions of CBZ in the aqueous and sorbed phase,
a near exponential decrease in aqueous CBZ was observed over
time upon application of +1.00 V to the electrode. In contrast,
slightly different behavior was observed for the aqueous phase
concentration of CBZ in the CNF/TiO2 composite system, where
CBZ concentration initially, albeit briey, increased before
slowly decaying away over time. We attribute the slight increase
to electrostatic repulsion from the positively charged electrode
surface in response to the applied potential, which in turn
promoted the release of the previously bound CBZ.

At the conclusion of the 90 minute EC transformation
period, a small portion of CBZ was detected in methanol
extracts of the CNF electrode, indicating that some CBZ
remained bound to the electrode at the conclusion of the
reaction (approximately 10% of the initial concentration). With
roughly 15% of the initial CBZ concentration also remaining in
the aqueous phase at the conclusion of the transformation
period, evidence suggests that the remaining 75% of CBZ mass
was degraded via electrochemical oxidation on the CNFs over
the 90 minute period. For CNF/TiO2 electrodes, CBZ was not
detected in methanol extracts and only ∼5% remained in
aqueous solution, suggesting that there was near-complete
degradation of CBZ using the CNF/TiO2 composites. Thus,
evidence suggests that CNF/TiO2 composite electrodes were
able to achieve a greater extent of CBZ electrochemical oxida-
tion relative to unmodied CNFs over the same transformation
period.

Potential dependent (photo)electrochemical CBZ trans-
formation on CNF/TiO2. Aqueous CBZ concentration proles
with the optimal CNF/TiO2 electrode (0.45 g PAN/50 wt% TiO2/
1000 °C) are provided in Fig. S14† as a function of applied
potential during the EC and PEC transformation periods (from
+0.25 to +1.00 V). In all cases, sorption behavior followed
expectations based on the results in Fig. 5, with ∼90% CBZ
uptake on the CNF/TiO2 composite during the 17 h prior to the
transformation period (data not shown).

During the EC transformation period, the aqueous CBZ
concentration varied over time, as in Fig. 5, but its behavior
depended on system conditions (i.e., applied potential, light
976 | Environ. Sci.: Adv., 2023, 2, 967–981
versus dark). More discussion is provided in the ESI,† but there
were three general trends in aqueous CBZ over time in these
systems: (i) at low applied potential, very low aqueous CBZ
concentrations remained essentially constant over the trans-
formation period; (ii) at intermediate applied potentials,
aqueous CBZ increased over time consistent with release of
sorbed CBZ from the electrode; and (iii) at higher potentials,
aqueous CBZ oen exhibited an initial, very brief increase
before decreasing over time, consistent with degradation via
electrochemical oxidation. Notably, aqueous CBZ trans-
formation was more prominent in PEC systems, which exhibi-
ted decreases in aqueous concentration over time at lower
applied potentials than in EC systems. For example, in PEC
systems at +1.00 V, aqueous CBZ was not detected aer the rst
15 minutes of the transformation period; notably, aqueous CBZ
was detectable over the entire EC transformation period at
+1.00 V. With light only (no applied potential) for 90 minutes,
no CBZ degradation (photolysis) was observed (C/C0 z 1.0).

The electrochemical performance for the CNF/TiO2 electrode
during EC and PEC transformation is summarized in Fig. 6.
Collectively, results in Fig. 6 are consistent with the (photo)
electrochemical transformation of CBZ in both the EC and PEC
systems. For example, SCV (Fig. 6a) clearly captured the faradaic
current of the CNF/TiO2 composites in the EC system with CBZ,
also illustrating the relevant applied potential range where
faradaic current increased when the composite was exposed to
light in the PEC system. Faradaic current in the PEC system
began to deviate from the current in the EC system at approxi-
mately +0.25 V; for example, at +1.55 V, the irradiated CNF/TiO2

composite produced a current that was ∼70% greater than in
the dark EC system.

Greater activity in PEC systems relative to EC systems is also
supported by measurements of the geometric current density
(Jgeo vs. t), as shown in Fig. 6b for transformation experiments at
+0.75 V. Higher current density was consistently observed in
PEC systems relative to EC systems (Jgeo,PEC z 2Jgeo,EC), illus-
trating the ability of UV-light to enhance CBZ transformation at
a given potential. PEC current density was greater than EC
current density at several of the applied potentials investigated
(+0.50, 0.75, and 1.00 V; see Fig. 6c), with the greatest difference
observed at +1.00 V. Consistent with SCV results, a minimal
difference in PEC and EC current was observed at +0.25 V.

Based on a mass balance of CBZ in experimental systems, we
were able to calculate the amount of CBZ transformed (%) at the
end of the 90 minute transformation period as a function of
applied potential in EC and PEC systems (Fig. 6d). The extent of
CBZ transformation increased with applied potential, and for
a given potential PEC consistently transformed more total CBZ
mass than EC, as anticipated from the greater current density in
the PEC system (see Fig. 6c). Near complete CBZ transformation
was observed at the conclusion of the 90 minute transformation
period at +1.0 V in both EC and PEC systems, but it is likely that
all of the CBZ in the PEC system was consumed prior to 90
minutes. Accordingly, we estimated the rate constant (kobs) for
the transformation of CBZ mass in EC and PEC systems at
+1.0 V by quantifying the mass remaining in both the aqueous
and sorbed phase aer 15 minutes of reaction. As with other
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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advanced oxidation processes, the CBZ oxidation reaction was
assumed as a pseudo-rst-order process [i.e., ln(Ct/C0) =

−kobst],79 allowing the determination of a single-point kobs value
based on the change in total CBZ mass over this 15 minute
interval. Based on these estimated kobs values at +1.00 V, the rate
of CBZ transformation was roughly 1.5-fold faster in the PEC
[kobs(PEC) = 0.18 min−1] system relative to the EC system
[kobs(EC) = 0.12 min−1], corresponding to half-lives of 3.8 and
5.8 minutes, respectively. Applying this same approach to the
CNF electrode in Fig. 5, we obtained a rate constant for total
CBZ transformation of 0.015 min−1 (corresponding to a half-life
of roughly 45 minutes), which is roughly one order of magni-
tude less than the kobs values measured for CNF/TiO2

composites.
The rate constants for CNF/TiO2 composites in EC and PEC

systems compare favorably to those previously reported for CBZ
transformation with other advanced water treatment
processes.79 These rate constants also meet or surpass the rate
constants for photocatalysis as obtained with metal-augmented
carbon catalysts and electrospun TiO2 bers.52,53 Moreover,
these rate constants also meet or exceed those reported for EC
oxidation as obtained at lower supporting electrolyte concen-
trations with commercial electrodes.80,81 These comparison
rates, and corresponding experimental parameters, are pre-
sented in Table S6.† Unlike the CNF/TiO2 composites presented
herein, other nanostructured TiO2 electrodes exhibited little to
no CBZ degradation for EC conditions (bias only) in the pres-
ence of real secondary effluent wastewater spiked with CBZ (10
mg L−1).82

Electrochemical stability testing of CNF/TiO2 electrodes. As
a nal performance test, we also considered the CNF/TiO2

(0.45 g PAN/50 wt% TiO2/1000 °C) electrode stability and reac-
tivity across 5 reaction cycles with CBZ (i.e., sorption and
transformation) in the EC system at +1.00 V (Fig. 7). Notably, the
aqueous CBZ concentration present at the start of the
Fig. 7 Normalized aqueous (Aq) CBZ concentration (C/C0; C0 = 10 mM
periods during cycling experiments to test the long-term stability and r
across five cycles. Electrochemical (EC) transformation occurred at +1.0
help illustrate trends in data.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
transformation period (aer sorption) increased with each
successive trial, suggesting that the sorption capacity of the
CNF/TiO2 electrode decreased with each cycle. While >90% of
the initial 10 mM CBZ concentration was sorbed during the rst
cycle, CBZ uptake during the sorption period decreased to only
∼30% by the h reaction cycle. We speculate that the decrease
in electrode sorption capacity is most likely due to the accu-
mulation of CBZ transformation products on the electrode
surface because no measurable CBZ was detected in methanol
extracts of the CNF electrode at the conclusion of the 5 cycles.

Despite the loss in sorption capacity, it does not appear that
the electrochemical performance of the electrode was dimin-
ished over the ve reaction cycles. In fact, measured current
densities (Jgeo) were almost constant across all trials, with an
average value of 0.25 (±0.03) mA cm−2 across the 5 cycles. The
trends in aqueous CBZ concentration over time during the
transformation period, particularly in later cycles, also suggest
sustained electrode performance. In the rst two cycles, CBZ
was released from the surface upon the application of +1.00 V,
as was observed in Fig. 5 and S14† for EC systems and sug-
gesting that most of the CBZ transformation during these cycles
resulted from oxidation of CBZ previously sorbed to the elec-
trode surface. In later cycles (three through ve), however, when
electrode sorption capacity decreased, the near-equivalent rate
of aqueous CBZ decay over time (corresponding to a kobs of
∼0.008 min−1 in each cycle, assuming exponential decay),
suggests a comparable transformation of CBZ for these systems.

Based on the results of these cycling experiments, we
conceptualize the CNF/TiO2 composite electrodes as having at
least two distinct surface sites. One surface site (or family of
sites) is primarily responsible for sorption of CBZ, and likely
consists primarily of the graphitic carbon generated during
carbonization. A second surface site (or family of sites) appears
primarily responsible for charge transfer, and these presumably
consist of the embedded TiO2 surfaces. We propose distinct
CBZ) observed during the sorption (gray) and transformation (white)
eactivity of CNF/TiO2 composites (0.45 g PAN/50 wt% TiO2/1000 °C)
V vs. Ag/AgCl. Lines do not represent model fits and are only shown to

Environ. Sci.: Adv., 2023, 2, 967–981 | 977
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sites for sorption and charge transfer because sorption capacity
markedly decreased across the ve reaction cycles while current
density, a measure of charge transfer, was effectively
unchanged. Because the majority of CBZ in the system is sorbed
to the electrode during early transformation cycles, surface-
bound CBZ must be loosely held and able to migrate between
sorption and charge transfer sites to allow for the extent of
transformation that we observed. Accordingly, and because CBZ
was not detected in extracts of the electrode at the conclusion of
the ve reaction cycles, we speculate that some CBZ trans-
formation products must be more irreversibly bound to sorp-
tion sites such that they are occupied and no longer available for
CBZ uptake. We emphasize that the loss of sorption capacity
does not appear to be detrimental to electrode performance
during applications in water treatment; in the later cycles, based
off the decay in CBZ concentration over time in aqueous solu-
tion, the electrode continued to achieve rate constants for CBZ
degradation that are comparable to those reported for some UV-
based treatment of CBZ.79

Conclusion

Herein, we demonstrate that electrospun CNF/TiO2 composites,
when optimized for their physical and (photo)chemical prop-
erties, can function as promising (photo)electrodes for
advanced water treatment applications. Electrospinning
provides a reproducible, single-batch synthesis approach for
producing electroactive nanomaterial composites with tunable
performance properties. Using this synthesis approach, we were
able to enhance the performance of standard CNFs by easily
integrating photoactivity (through the addition of TiO2 nano-
particles) and tailoring conductivity (through carbonization
temperature) without need for more extensive material post-
processing or surface modication (e.g., doping, etching,
physical vapor deposition). CNF/TiO2 composites produced via
electrospinning hold the advantages of easily controlled TiO2

loading, bulk chemical structure, and diffusivity (which is
important for applications targeting contaminants at low envi-
ronmental concentrations), while also being able to maintain
high surface area and mechanical integrity aer heat treatment.
Detailed structural and electrochemical characterizations
found that the optimized CNF/TiO2 (photo)electrodes exhibited
high surface area (50 m2 g−1) and low geometric (areal) resis-
tance (2.66 U cm2). Notably, we also demonstrate that these
CNF/TiO2 composites can be successfully applied as a free-
standing, binder-free electrode to transform a recalcitrant
water contaminant (CBZ), which may enable the use of such
systems for renewably driven water treatment. Indeed, a benet
of this composite electrode material is its ability to outperform
more traditional CNF electrodes when used in either electro-
chemical or photoelectrochemical treatment congurations.

There are several other practical advantages of these
composite (photo)electrodes relative to other commercially
available electrodes and electrode synthesis approaches. In
producing these materials, we avoided the use of expensive,
unsustainable, and/or rare materials, such as noble metals that
are commonly integrated via nanoparticles, coatings, or thin
978 | Environ. Sci.: Adv., 2023, 2, 967–981
lms to augment electrode performance. Our electrodes add to
the existing body of research demonstrating that nanoparticles
(e.g., TiO2) commonly used in dispersions that are difficult to
apply at water treatment scale can maintain performance in EC
and PEC systems when immobilized into conductive platforms.
Further, as with commercial carbon electrodes, the CNF (photo)
electrode material can be fabricated with sufficient strength to
withstand routine handling (e.g., bend, twist; see Fig. S9†) and
versatile deployment across a range of reactor congurations.

There remain several opportunities to further validate and
improve upon the performance of electrode materials. From the
material performance demonstrated here, an EC or PEC system
equipped with the CNF (photo)electrodes would be well-suited
as a nal polishing step for drinking water to remove micro-
pollutant mixtures, where competition and fouling from other
dissolved co-solutes would be minimal. Moreover, electrode
performance can likely be improved further if used as an elec-
troactive membrane in a ow-through system designed to alle-
viate mass transfer limitations; our previous efforts with the
photoactive CNF/TiO2 composites demonstrated the ability to
remove the majority of recalcitrant organic micropollutants in
a single pass during dead end ltration at uxes comparable to
that required for microltration (540 L m−2 h−1).47 While
promising, better removals efficiencies toward a wider range of
contaminants should be achievable using an analogous pho-
toelectroactive membrane. Therefore, future work will need to
assess the performance of CNF/TiO2 composites in reactive
ltration systems at comparable uxes under EC and PEC
conditions and toward a broader suite of recalcitrant organic
micropollutants. Using such a conguration, it may also be
possible to alleviate the loss of electrode sorption capacity over
time (see Fig. 7) through periodic regeneration or washing steps
(e.g., with acid, base or an organic solvent).
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